Jitters Poetry Slam-Coffee Shop-Cindy Bader

Jitters is an early-ending week-night coffee shop set up in the cafeteria where students come to drink coffee (jitters is a misnomer, we serve decaf), talk, study, listen to friends play music, recite poetry, and enjoy the company of students they may not normally hang out with.

___Facility request, secure facility—food approval!

___Bulletin notice for performers

___Make form for performers to fill out spelling out appropriate performance along with their needs (mic, etc)

___Deadline on form—create a “play bill” for Jitters

___Posters and bulletins featuring the “play bill”

___Get tables, decorations, food, music

___Someone to run sound system

___Bulletin to advertise Jitters

___Teachers to supervise (at least 2)

___Set-up right after school, clean-up that night  ENTIRE council should do both

___Thank you notes and small gift for supervising teachers

___Evaluate